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INTRODUCTION If you’ve played the Shinobi series of games on Playstation 2 you’ll be right at home
playing Ninja Blade. It plays a little like you remember the Shinobi games to play like, though far
better than what they actually play like. Don’t be fooled by the generic name. Instead of just being
another run-and-gun game it actually combines aspects of the Metal Slug games and the Sabre Man
games with true 2-D side scrolling Action Adventure gameplay. It is also a game where the number
of cut scenes is almost non-existent. If you love other 2-D side scrolling action games, or even just
2-D side scrolling Action Adventure games it’s well worth a look. The mission to collect all the
Nunchaku and learn a few more fighting techniques is available by collecting Runes throughout the
story while you also control the whole story yourself by performing “magic” actions. The levels also
take the form of a 2-D side-scrolling Action-Adventure game with the action jumping from location to
location. Features: Playable Ninja, Samurai, and Magician. Each character has his or her own unique
fighting style with special powers that affect all the other characters. Choose your own path through
the game as the story unfolds. Collect and fight with 46 Nunchakus and learn different combat
techniques. See the battle from all different angles. Enjoy the most varied battles in the whole genre.
Collect at least 20 medals to unlock special features for each character. Unlock all the bonuses, and
listen to the dub, by completing all the missions. Level Design: In this game you can travel from
place to place, fighting enemies along the way, and even hidden in some of the places you are
visiting. The missions include a lot of enemies, all of them quite different, so you will have a lot of
variety in your battles. There are also lots of secret areas to discover. Movement System: The game
is 2-D side scrolling Action-Adventure. You move from place to place by jumping. As you move
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around you can jump or throw yourself into the air and roll at a high speed so you can dodge any
attack. There are two weapons you can use in the game. Kunai – These are thrown at enemies
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Raconteur Features Key:
Base counter-strike game
Full automatic player counter-strike game
20 times counter-strike Game (Rules Options) and several Game modes
Graphic engine is so cool
Java Optimized Graphics Quality
Two Passes - First Pass Is Only
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